
Create the Lighting You Want with the Lastolite Strobo Kits and
Accessories
The Strobo is a compact and simple to use creative light modifying system for battery operated flash guns

Available in various kit configurations using two different flash gun attachment methods, one which fits directly onto a flashgun and the other
which utilises the highly successful Ezybox Hotshoe Plate, the Strobo Kits allow you to create stunning lighting and background effects and
allow you to take maximum control of the light.

         Use the Strobo Gobo kit to create spectacular lighting and background effects using your battery operated flash guns without the need
to keep moving locations. The Strobo Collapsible Snoot allows you to take control of the light from your battery operated flash guns to instantly
transform the harsh light from your flash gun into an extremely creative light.

Each version incorporates clever magnetic connection points which allow a range of accessories to simply snap into place in front of the
flashgun, ready to modify the raw light as it leaves the gun. The range of modifiers include honeycombs, gels, gobos, a snoot and barn doors.
The modifiers can be used individually or in combination with each other ensuring that you have plenty of options to change and control the
light.

The range of Strobo accessories includes the below:

Strobo Kit with Ezybox HotShoe Plate £107.95
Strobo Kit Direct to Flashgun £92.95
Strobo Barn Door Accessory Kit for Ezybox Hot Shoe Plate £45.95
Strobo Start Accessory Kit for Ezybox Hot Shoe Plate £56.95
Strobo Collapsible Snoot £24.95
Strobo Gel Start Kit £35.95
Strobo Honeycomb Starter Kit £30.95
Strobo Ezybox HotShoe Plate Adaptor £24.95
Strobo Gobo £76.95
Gobo Set Architectural/Nature Set £36.95
Strobo Direct to Flashgun Bracket £24.95
Barn Doors for Strobo £24.95
Beautybox Softbox £102.95
Honeycomb Set 9mm and 6mm £37.95
Gel Set £14.95
Gel Holder Set (x2) £30.95

For more information on the Strobo kits and range of accessories please see www.lastolite.co.uk

For images or review samples please contact jessica@klassociates.com

About Lastolite:

Lastolite are world leading manufacturers of backgrounds and lighting control equipment for the photographic and video industries.

Established in 1985, the company started out with just a handful of employees and one product, the original 'pop up' circular reflector. Today
the company employs over 100 people, operates from a 60,000 sq.ft. manufacturing facility and offers a comprehensive range of innovative,
award winning products to over 60 countries worldwide.

Photography on the move and innovation are in the company's heart. Lastolite hold a number of worldwide patents for their products and their
ongoing investment into research and development enables them to continue delivering ground breaking products to the market.

In 2009, Lastolite founded the Lastolite School of Photography. Lastolite’s strategy for the School of Photography is to provide FREE OF
CHARGE video and written tutorials for photographers on a monthly basis, building an ‘industry leading’ library of tutorials for existing users
and photographers looking to buying one of their products.

For more information, please see:

Lastolite School of Photography

For all information on Lastolite products please see: www.lastolite.co.uk


